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There are many ways to define
and understand Islamophobia.
Islamophobia is “rooted in racism
and is a type of racism that
targets expressions of Muslimness
or perceived Muslimness”.1
Very simply, Islamophobia “is antiMuslim racism”.2

Islamophobic incidents are unique
for everyone, but an Islamophobic
incident can be understood as:
•
anti-Muslim language or
actions directed at Muslims.
•
experiences of anti-Muslim
discrimination, harassment,
vilification and/or violence.
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Has someone (or a group of people)
treated you unfairly or differently
because you’re a Muslim? This is
direct discrimination.3

Has someone (or a group of
people) imposed an unreasonable
condition that negatively affects
you because you’re a Muslim?
This is indirect discrimination.4

Has someone (or a group of people)
offended, insulted, humiliated
or intimidated you because you’re
a Muslim? This is harassment.5

Has someone (or a group or
people) behaved in a way that has
encouraged hatred, contempt,
revulsion or ridicule towards you
because you’re a Muslim? This is
vilification.6

Has someone (or a group of
people) intimidated, threatened
or been violent towards either
you, an organisation or property
because you’re a Muslim? This is
violence.7
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